GC CyberExplorer℠ DataLake

Unrivaled Cyber Market Intelligence

As the leading global cyber reinsurance intermediary, Guy Carpenter leverages proprietary big data to provide superior analytics and a competitive landscape insights for our clients. Through active engagement, Guy Carpenter can mobilize our CyberExplorer℠ DataLake to add value across your entire insurance function chain.

**Policy Details**
- Portfolios Covered: 90+ worldwide

**Experience**
- Years: 2010-2022
  - GWP: USD 30.4B
  - Claims: USD 10.1B, including 55K individual records

**Reinsurance**
- >40 Treaties and USD 7B Subject Premium Placed in 2022
- Transacted on QS, ASL, XOL, Parametric

**Identifying Portfolio Differentiators Through Benchmarking**

*How does my in-force book stack up against the industry?*

Compare the composition of your portfolio based on company size, region, industry sector, data quality, and much more to facilitate deeper understanding of portfolio exposure.

*Is my book’s evolution in sync with the industry?*

Track historical premium trajectory and other underwriting elements to identify unique characteristics as a starting point for an informed decision-making process.
Cybersecurity intel, catastrophe models and underwriting expertise are being leveraged across the cyber market. **What’s your next step?**

Advance your cyber strategy with data-driven insights and industry context from the **GC CyberExplorer℠ DataLake.**